Ultracold molecules represent a fascinating research frontier in physics and chemistry, but it has proven challenging to prepare dense samples at low velocities. Here we present a solution to this goal by a nonconventional approach dubbed cryofuge. It employs centrifugal force to bring cryogenically cooled molecules to kinetic energies below 1K×kB in the laboratory frame, with corresponding fluxes exceeding 10 10 /s at velocities below 20 m/s. By attaining densities higher than 10 9 /cm 3 and interaction times longer than 25 ms in samples of fluoromethane as well as deuterated ammonia, we observe cold dipolar collisions between molecules and determine their collision cross sections.
Ultracold atoms have become established workhorses in several fields of physics, and molecule slowing and cooling methods are now coming to the fore. Compared to atoms, molecules possess a variety of unique properties like permanent electric dipole moments. These offer, on the one hand, a convenient handle to experimentally manipulate collision pathways, an intriguing vista for the emerging field of cold and ultracold chemistry [1] [2] [3] . On the other hand, the long-range and anisotropic dipole coupling mediates interactions over micrometer distances [4] . This renders cold polar molecules particularly suitable for applications in quantum simulation [5] and computing [6] such as investigation of strongly correlated and dipole blockaded systems.
The generic roadmap towards the envisioned experiments is to prepare molecular samples that are cold, dense, and slow. These three conditions respectively ensure that quantum phenomena can be distinguished from thermal physics, interactions between molecules are frequent, and observation times are long. Moreover, these criteria constitute a prerequisite for sympathetic [7] and evaporative cooling of trapped molecules [8] en route towards quantum degeneracy. So far, only a special class of alkali dimers associated from atoms can meet the three conditions simultaneously [9, 10] . However, notwithstanding the remarkable progress in the past decade, experiments with naturally occurring molecules have not yet reached this regime. Existing methods to manipulate molecules yield cold and dense but fast samples [11] [12] [13] , or cold and slow but dilute samples [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Finding a general approach to produce cold, dense, and slow molecules therefore constitutes an outstanding challenge.
Here we present a non-conventional solution dubbed cryofuge that delivers a guided beam of cold and slow molecules. Cryofuge denotes successive cryogenic buffergas cooling [20] [21] [22] and centrifuge deceleration [23] . As neither step involves the specific internal structure of the molecules, this renders the method generic. We demonstrate the capabilities of the cryofuge by showing internalstate cooling and deceleration of fluoromethane (CH 3 F). We illustrate the generality of the method by extension to several other compounds, including ammonia (ND 3 ), methanol (CH 3 OH), (trifluoromethyl)acetylene (CF 3 CCH), and isopropanol (C 3 H 7 OH). The high intensities achieved at lab-*
FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the cryofuge (not to scale).
A cryogenic buffer-gas cell and a centrifuge decelerator are connected by a quadrupole electrostatic guide. The buffer-gas cell operates with either He at 6.5 K, or Ne at 17 K. The centrifuge decelerator consists of a pair of circular static electrodes (radius=20 cm) around the periphery (silver) and a spiral-shaped rotating quadrupole guide (red). The inner pair of rotating electrodes is extended to form a storage ring with the static electrodes around the periphery, enabling the deceleration of continuous beams. The optional components, a parallelplate capacitor and a detector, can replace the straight guiding segments (blue), when characterizing the internal-state distribution of the buffer-gas-cooled molecules by resonant radio-frequency depletion spectroscopy.
* Methanol was introduced at 400 K.
oratory velocities below 20m/s allow for molecule interaction times exceeding 25 ms, and thus enable the observation of cold dipolar collisions with a measured collision rate of ∼ 10 Hz, which we demonstrate with CH 3 F and ND 3 . Such a rate is several hundred times larger than the loss rate of molecules from state-of-the-art electric traps [17, 24, 25] , and provides perfect starting conditions for further collision and possibly evaporative-cooling [8] experiments. The measured large scattering lengths, characteristic of dipolar interactions, also offer access to strongly correlated systems [5] with seconds or even minutes-long lifetimes in a room-temperature environment. The operating principle of the cryofuge is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Warm molecules first thermalize with a helium or neon buffer-gas in the cryogenic buffer-gas cell. Cell operation is possible in two density regimes, a lower-pressure boosted regime and a higher-pressure supersonic regime [22, 26] , resulting in either higher total flux or higher state-purity, respectively. Molecules are extracted from the cryogenic environment by a bent electrostatic quadrupole guide (radius of curvature 20 cm), and transferred by a straight guide to the centrifuge decelerator. Here, the molecules enter a rotating guide wherein the centrifugal potential slows them down almost to a standstill. A final straight guide brings the molecules to a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) for detection.
Inserting an optional parallel-plate capacitor with radiofrequency strip electrodes and a removable quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) into the guide before the centrifuge enables probing of rotational states by resonant depletion spectroscopy, as described in [26] . Moreover, the straight guide between the centrifuge output and the QMS detector can be toggled on and off to determine longitudinal velocities (v z ) via time-of-flight (TOF) measurements. Varying the guiding voltage, hence the trap depth, on the straight guide before the centrifuge can control molecular densities for cold collision measurements after deceleration.
We first studied rotational-state cooling of CH 3 F, tracking the variation of the internal state distribution as a function of the buffer-gas density for the boosted ( Fig. 2A ) and the supersonic (Fig. 2B) regimes. In both cases a higher buffer-gas density results in a higher state purity, with an increasing population in the |J,K = |1,1 ground level of the para nuclear spin states. We achieved a maximum population of (43.2 ± 0.3) % and (92.9 ± 0.5) % in the |1,1 state of CH 3 F in the boosted and supersonic regime, respectively.
An inherent problem of buffer-gas cooling in both these regimes is that slow molecules are missing in the extracted samples due to collisions with the buffer-gas in the vicinity of the nozzle. This is resolved with the centrifuge. Figure 3A illustrates the deceleration of CH 3 F for cell operation in the boosted regime. The two-dimensional map shows the variation of the output v z -distributions (horizontal axis) as a function of the centrifuge rotation speed (vertical axis). Two effects are apparent. First, the peak of the v z -distribution shifts towards lower velocities with increasing rotation speed, as expected for deceleration. Second, the molecular density increases for rotation speeds below 30 Hz, and then decreases. The increase comes from deceleration, with more molecules surviving the small bend (radius 5cm) at the exit of the centrifuge. The decrease of density towards higher rotation speeds is due to over-deceleration, with the molecules no longer having sufficient kinetic energy to climb the centrifugal potential and reach the output of the centrifuge [23] .
The deceleration of a beam in the supersonic regime is shown in Fig. 3B , where the measured v z -distributions at both the input and the output of the centrifuge are compared. The fit to the input distribution indicates a peak velocity of 165 m/s and a velocity spread corresponding to 3.3 ± 0.1 K in the comoving frame. By rotating the centrifuge at 62 Hz, the v zinterval near the peak of the input distribution (red stripe) is shifted to below 1K×k B kinetic energy (blue area) in the lab. As the vertical scale ∆n/∆v z is proportional to the phase space density, the ratio of the two heights gives the output efficiency of the centrifuge deceleration, which is about 8% for the supersonic input. For a boosted input, the efficiency improves to typically 20% due to the lower input velocities and hence better electrostatic guiding in the centrifuge. The decrease of signal towards zero velocities is due to the divergence of the very slow molecules in the gap between the centrifuge output and the TOF guide, as confirmed by MonteCarlo trajectory simulations.
A key figure of merit is the flux of slow (< 1K×k B ) molecules obtained. Such molecules are required for trap loading as well as for cold-collision studies and coldchemistry experiments with long interaction times. Figure 3C shows the flux of slow molecules obtained in both the boosted (with 0.1 and 0.2 sccm molecule input) and the supersonic regime. At 0.2 sccm molecule input in the boosted regime, we have obtained a slow-molecule flux of (1.2± with a peak density of (1.0±
at 30 Hz rotation. The factor-of-two error results from systematics in the QMS sensitivity calibration. Compared to the first demonstration of centrifuge deceleration [23] , the current results represent an enhancement by at least 1 order of magnitude in the obtained slow-molecule flux and density alone, and about 3 orders of magnitude if population in a single quantum state is taken into account. The phase-space density is estimated to be ∼ 5 × 10 , comparable to the value achieved for a molecular magneto-optical trap [16] , but now already for temperatures around 1 K instead of < 1 mK. In comparison, the flux of slow molecules obtained in the supersonic regime is about 40 times smaller, mainly due to the limited buffer-gas cell extraction and the lower guiding efficiency.
The generic principle underlying the cryofuge enables its application to a wide range of compounds. For ND 3 and CF 3 CCH which are symmetric-tops like CH 3 F, fluxes of ∼ (Fig. S2) . The comparably lower flux results from both the weaker Stark shifts [27] and the much lower vapor pressure of methanol. We have achieved a similar flux of ∼ 1 × 10
for isopropanol, but maintaining stable operation requires additional effort, as isopropanol is prone to freezing due to its even lower vapor pressure.
The high density of the decelerated molecules brings us into the cold-collision regime, which we investigated for CH 3 F and ND 3 . We observed increasing losses for decreasing velocities in the molecular beams (Fig. 4) , and attribute this to dipolar collisions mainly in the TOF-guide.
To quantify the collisional loss, we examined its dependence on the molecular density n and the longitudinal velocity v z of the guided beam, as well as on the averaged dipole moment d of the molecule. The v z -dependence occurs because the collision probability is proportional to the passage time through the guide, hence ∝ 1/v z . Figure 4 shows the normalized ratios of v z -distributions taken at high and low molecule densities corresponding to a density difference ∆n, set by varying the voltage on the straight guide before the centrifuge. In addition, for a fixed voltage difference, ∆n can be tuned by regulating the molecule inflow to the cryosource. For guided beams, the collisional loss modifies the original v z -distribution P 0 into P = P 0 exp(−k loss nL/v z ), where k loss = σ loss v rel is the loss rate coefficient with σ loss being the total collision cross section for all loss channels and v rel being the relative velocity between colliding partners, and L = L T OF + L ef f is the guide length. L includes the contribution from the TOF-guide L T OF = 46 cm, and additionally an effective guide length inside the centrifuge L ef f . The latter takes into account the variation of v z and n during deceleration and depends on the exit velocity from the centrifuge (Fig. S7 C and D) . Thus the ratio of two v zdistributions P High /P Low for a ∆n = n High − n Low can be fitted with an exp(−αk th ∆nL/v z )-model, where k th is the theoretically predicted loss rate coefficient, and α is the only fit parameter which accounts for the deviation between theory and the experimentally measured loss. Moreover, the fit includes a collision-independent background, which is wellunderstood and results from the electrostatic filtering in the bent guide (Fig. S3) .
The theoretical rate coefficient includes losses from both elastic and inelastic contributions, k th = k el loss + k in , which are estimated with the semiclassical eikonal approximation [28] and the Langevin capture model [29] , respectively. Not all elastic collisions contribute to losses, but only those that increase the transverse energy to a value exceeding the maximum guiding potential. With this picture in mind, we compute the probability for a molecule to be lost for a given collision event with scattering angle θ, relative longitudinal velocity v rel z , and given relative transverse velocity, and radial position where the collision occurs. We then integrate this loss probability over the transverse velocity and spatial distribution to obtain P loss (v rel z , θ) ( Fig. S5 A) . We also calculate the differential cross-section at 0.8K×k B and 1.1K×k B collision energy, respectively. The fit to the data reveals α CH3F = 1.4 ± 0.1 and α N D3 = 1.6 ± 0.3, meaning that the measured loss rate coefficients are between 40% and 60% larger than theory, respectively. This deviation can be attributed to our underestimation of molecular density in the centrifuge, and the imprecision of the Langevin model. We note that although the total elastic cross sections are large, calculated to be σ For dipolar collisions, the semiclassical calculations [32, 33] 
to be approximately 1.9. This agrees nicely with the experimental value k N D3 loss /k CH3F loss = 1.9±0.4. The systematic error from the density calibration cancels out in this ratio for reasons explained in the supplement.
Finally, to show that we indeed explore the onset of the huge and long-range dipolar interaction between cold polar molecules, we compare its strength
to that of the van der Waals interaction V vdW (r) = −C 6 /r 6 where C 6 is the dispersion coefficient and r is the intermolecular distance. J and a 0 = 0.529Å), respectively. At the interaction distance r 0 = σ loss /π ∼ 4 nm for σ loss ∼ 0.5×10 (Table S4) , V dd (r 0 )/V vdW (r 0 ) ∼ 200, and thus the dipoledipole interaction dominates by far.
The measured molecular density and the elastic collision rate give a collision frequency of ∼ 10 Hz, which would imply a thermalization rate of ∼ 1 Hz [35] . Thus, once combined with the previously developed and readily compatible electrostatic trap featuring minute-long trapping times [17, 25] , it becomes possible to measure thermalization rates for different internal states and collision energies as well as various molecular species. Furthermore, implementing optoelectrical Sisyphus cooling [36] to reach a lower temperature in such a trap might allow us to explore the scattering resonance at the threshold limit [32] and the giant dipolar collision cross sections in or close to the quantum regime, and possibly even implement evaporative cooling of polyatomic molecules.
In addition to enabling the observation of cold dipolar collisions, the broad versatility of the cryofuge could drastically extend the scope of current cold-molecule research. For instance, the cold and slow beam of methanol we produced could be ideal for measuring variations in the protonto-electron mass ratio [37] . Moreover, the cryofuge could serve as a perfect source for ongoing experiments with lasercooled diatomic molecules [16, 18] , as many of the species considered there possess rotational states with Stark shifts sufficiently large to apply our cryofuge technique.
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Supplementary Material for:
A cryofuge for cold-collision experiments with slow polar molecules In this supplement, we summarize the following additional information: In Sec. S.I we give a short description of the principle and design of the centrifuge decelerator. Sec. S.II summarizes the sources and purities of all compounds used in the experiment. In Sec. S.III we discuss the stability of the cryofuge at its maximal output intensity of cold molecules. In Sec. S.IV we provide details of the experimental conditions and show results for producing cold methanol and isopropanol beams from our cryofuge. Section S.V explains the procedure for tuning the molecular densities in the collision measurements, and the resulting systematic errors. The modeling and cancellation of these systematic errors are discussed in Sec. S.VI and Sec. S.VII. The systematic errors resulting from the QMS (Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer) detection due to space-charge effects and how they are eliminated are discussed in Sec. S.VIII. Section S.IX explains the scaling of the QMS sensitivity calibration for different species. Calculations of the loss probability for elastic collisions in the guide are discussed in Sec. S.X. Calculations of various collision crosssections and loss rate coefficients are presented in Sec. S.XI. The effective length for collisions inside the centrifuge is elaborated in Sec. S.XII.
I. CONCEPT AND DESIGN OF THE CENTRIFUGE DECELERATOR
A basic idea for decelerating any particle beams is to make them climb up a potential hill at the expense of their kinetic energy. To produce a sufficient potential energy for decelerating continuous molecular beams at velocities up to ∼ 200 m/s, we employ a non-inertial system, in particular harnessing the centrifugal force in a rotating frame (Fig. S1 A) . The centrifugal potential energy which is responsible for the deceleration in the rotating frame is given by E centrif ugal = is the angular velocity of the rotating frame, and r is the radial vector pointing from the center of the rotation to the position of the particle. A particle traveling from the periphery (r = R = 20 cm, the radius of the centrifuge) to the center of the rotating frame (r = 0 cm) climbs up a potential hill of ∆E = mΩ 2 R 2 /2. This decrease in a particle's kinetic energy can be controlled by varying Ω . During the deceleration, the transverse divergence of the molecular beam is suppressed by quadrupole electrostatic guiding (Fig. S1 B) .
The design of the centrifuge enables a continuous deceleration of molecular beams (23) . For this purpose, the decelerator consists of two parts: static electrodes around the periphery (Fig. S1 C) and rotating electrodes in the inner region (Fig. S1 D) . The rotating guide has a spiral shape and consists of four parallel electrodes in a quadrupole configuration. The two inner rotating electrodes (red curve in Fig. S1 D) extend in a circular shape parallel to the outer static electrodes. This sweeping tail together with the two outer static electrodes form a storage ring of molecules around the periphery. This storage ring enables guiding of molecules around the periphery until they catch up with and enter the rotating spiral, irrespective of the moving position of the spiral's entrance, which
II. SOURCES AND PURITIES OF ALL COMPOUNDS
All compounds used in the experiment (including buffergas atoms) that are in gas phase at room temperature are from lecture bottles or gas cylinders. Methanol and Isopropanol are from spectroscopy grade solvents. The purities and commercial suppliers for all compounds are listed in Table S1 . 
III. LONG-TERM STABILITY OF THE CRYOFUGE OUTPUT
To produce the flux of (1.2± and density of (1.0±
CH 3 F molecules below 1K×k B kinetic energy in the laboratory frame, as quoted in the main text, the cryogenic buffer-gas cooling is operated with a 6.5 K cell, 0.5 sccm He inflow, and 0.2 sccm molecule inflow. The centrifuge runs at 30 Hz. The cryofuge operates stably for at least 6 hours, with 30% overall signal decrease due to ice formation at the buffer-gas cell output. By reducing the molecule inflow from 0.2 sccm to 0.1 sccm, the slow flux obtained is reduced by 1/3, and the stable operation time of the system increases to over 12 hours. Longer operation time can be achieved by implementing de-icing at the cell output with a pulsed heating current (38) . In addition, the system can be reset by warming up the cryogenic part to above 100 K overnight.
IV. COLD METHANOL AND ISOPROPANOL BEAMS
In this section, we provide the experimental conditions under which the intense beams of cold and slow methanol and isopropanol are produced, explain how we calculate the beam fluxes, and show the velocity distribution and TOF signal. For methanol, the buffer-gas cell is kept at 25 K, and the moleculeline inlet is heated up to 400 K to prevent freezing. The input fluxes of helium and methanol to the buffer-gas cell are stabilized to 0.2 sccm and 0.08 sccm, respectively. The centrifuge rotates at 37 Hz. For isopropanol, the buffer-gas cell temperature is 21 K, the molecule-line inlet temperature is heated to 300 K, the buffer-gas flux is set to 1.0 sccm and the centrifuge rotation frequency is set to 40 Hz.
The measured longitudinal velocity (v z ) distribution for methanol beams after the cryofuge is shown in Fig. S2 A. The vertical axis in Fig. S2 A represents the count rate per velocity interval. The 1σ errorbar in the figure is derived from signal short noise averaged over about 1.3 hours measurement time. The count rate is proportional to the molecular density at the detector, and the ratio between the two defines the calibration factor of the detector which is about 200 cm for the cold methanol. The same procedure is applied to obtain the beam flux of other cold species from the cryofuge. The internalstate purity of such a methanol beam is substantially higher than the one corresponding to a thermal distribution at 25 K (the temperature of the buffer-gas cell). This is due to the electrostatic filtering, as only molecules in states with sufficient Stark shifts can be guided.
We also show in Fig. S2 B the TOF signal for the cold isopropanol beam. The vertical axis shows the count rate of the beam as a function of the arrival time at the detector. The maximal height of the signal minus the background gives the total signal for the isopropanol, which is about 900 cnt/s. The detector calibration factor for isopropanol is about 96 cm 
V. TUNING THE MOLECULAR DENSITY FOR THE COLLISION MEASUREMENTS
One difficulty in studying the molecular density, n, dependent collision loss in the TOF guide (see Fig. 1 of the main text), is to find methods for varying n while maintaining all other parameters unchanged. Two approaches are applied in our measurement. First, we vary the voltage on the straight guide before the centrifuge decelerator, hence its transverse trap depth. In this way, ideally we can control the molecular density without changing its v z -distribution, as v z and v ⊥ (the transverse velocity) are decoupled in the straight guide. Second, we regulate the molecular flux into the buffer-gas cell. During both operations, other parameters such as the centrifuge rotation speed, the buffer-gas cell temperature, and the buffer-gas input flux all stay unchanged. Notably, the voltage on the TOF guide is also kept constant, as otherwise it would simultaneously alter both n and the trap depth in the collision region, as well as introduce changes to the molecular beam spread before the molecules arrive at the detector.
These two approaches, however, do not completely eliminate all side effects. The alteration of the transverse trap depth also modifies the measured v z -distribution due to the coupling between the transverse and the longitudinal filtering in the bent guide before the straight segment, as explained in detail in Sec. S.VI. The tuning of the molecule inflow shifts the output velocity distribution due to the boosting effect (39) at the vicinity of the cell output aperture. This effect is small since the boosting is dominated by the density of the helium atoms, and it can be easily canceled out as explained in Sec. S.VII.
VI. THE 'COLLISION-INDEPENDENT' BACKGROUND IN THE RATIOS OF vz-DISTRIBUTIONS
As mentioned in Sec. S.V, when we change the molecular density by varying the guiding voltage (e.g. toggling between 10 kV and 1 kV as carried out in our measurements) on the straight guide before the centrifuge, a collisionindependent background is expected in the ratio of the obtained v z -distributions. This is due to the coupling between the longitudinal and the transverse confinement of molecules in the bent quadrupole guide before this straight segment. For a straight quadrupole guide with inner radius ρ 0 , the transverse potential energy vs. position for 10 kV and 1 kV are plotted in Fig. S3 A, and are independent of v z (Fig. S3 B) . However, for a bend with a radius of curvature R (R ρ 0 ), the transverse trap depth (E bend ) is shifted by the centrifugal energy E cen = −mv 2 z ρ 0 /R. This effectively lowers the transverse trap depth of the bent guide by an amount equal to Fig. S3 B. Therefore, when the voltage on the straight segment after the bend is reduced from 10 kV to 1 kV, the loss in molecular signal must be v z -dependent, as the bend has already effectively performed a v z -dependent pre-filtering.
To quantitatively predict this background which is independent of any collisions in the guide, we perform a complete Monte-Carlo trajectory simulation of the guiding from the output of the buffer-gas cell to the input of the centrifuge. The detailed description of this simulation method and its validation with a state-resolved measurement has been reported previously (26) . The simulated point-by-point ratio between the velocity distributions before entering the centrifuge is plotted in 
, where v p = 2πΩR is the peripheral velocity of the centrifuge, the rotation speed is Ω = 33.5 Hz for the measurement shown in Fig. 4 A in the main text, and the radius of our centrifuge is R = 20 cm. The transformed ratio of output v z -distributions is plotted in Fig. S3 D. The experimentally obtained ratio of v z -distributions from the collision measurements are compared to this simulated ratio, as it represents the model where no collisions occur. We perform separate simulations for CH 3 F and ND 3 , since they are investigated under different experimental conditions.
VII. CANCELLATION OF THE BOOSTING EFFECT IN THE RATIOS OF vz-DISTRIBUTIONS
The second way of varying the molecular density in the TOF-guide is by directly changing the molecule inflow to the buffer-gas cell. This however also introduces a small shift to the velocity distribution of the molecules leaving the buffergas cell, due to the boosting effect (39) , which is difficult to simulate. Thus one cannot directly take the ratio of v zdistributions measured at different molecule inflow rates. To cancel this shift out, at each given inflow we vary the voltage on the straight guide before the centrifuge (the first approach in Sec. S.V), and then take the point-by-point ratio of the v zdistributions measured at these two voltages. The boosting effect cancels out in the ratio, as it is the same for both measurements. By changing to a different molecule inflow rate while keeping the same voltage switching procedure, we can tune the value of ∆n, as shown in Fig. 4 A.
VIII. LINEAR RESPONSE OF THE DETECTOR
In addition to canceling or compensating the aforementioned effects resulting from the density control, we have also taken full care of the systematics of the detector. We measure molecules with a cross-beam quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS 410, Pfeiffer) which generates electron beams in the detection volume, ionizes the incoming molecules via electron impact, and then collects and counts the ions. For such a system, it is known from literature (40) that systematics in the temporal response could arise from the space-charge effect. When the electron cloud in the detection volume is sufficiently dense, the resultant electrostatic interaction disturbs the extraction of the produced ions, and subsequently causes a delay in the arrival time at the ion counter (41) . As a result, the measured v z -distribution would appear slower than the actual distribution. To avoid such artifacts, we have to reduce the electron emission current until a linear response from the TOF measurement is obtained. In this way, we make sure that the measured v z -profile becomes independent of the emission current (Fig. S4 A) . Consequently, all the measurements on v z -distributions and collision effects reported in the main text were performed at 60 to 120 µA emission current, instead of the typical range of 400 to 600 µA recommended for a general application. The drawback of reducing the emission current is of course the decrease in the detection efficiency. However, the signals we obtain are still sufficient to reveal the deceleration and collisions thanks to the large molecular intensity produced by the cryofuge.
Apart from the dependence on the emission current, we have also verified the linear response of the QMS on the ion density. When the ion density produced in the detection volume is sufficiently high, one could expect a similar distortion of the ion trajectory, and hence their extraction and arrival at the ion counter. To rule out this nonlinearity, we varied the distance from the end of the TOF guide to the QMS detection volume while keeping the incoming molecular intensity the same. Due to the beam divergence, the molecular density reaching the QMS scales inversely to the distance squared. This effectively changes the ion density present in the detection volume. According to the results from test measurements (Fig. S4 B) , our detector still exhibits a linear response within the relevant density range. (46) . The values for the static polarizability are obtained from (47) .
IX. DEPENDENCE OF QMS SENSITIVITY ON THE MOLECULAR SPECIES
The calibration of the QMS sensitivity has been performed only for CH 3 F, and rescaled for the other species based on the literature values of their electron impact ionization cross section (Table S2) . Consequently, the systematics in the density calibration should cancel out in the ratio of the measured collision rates k N D3 loss /k CH3F loss as discussed in the main text. In addition, the electron impact ionization cross-section is found to be roughly proportional to the molecular polarizability (48) , in case the literature value for a specific molecule species is not available.
X. LOSS PROBABILITY FROM ELASTIC COLLISIONS IN A QUADRUPOLE GUIDE
In this section, we summarize the method for computing the probability of losses induced by elastic collisions. More specifically, our goal is to compute, upon experiencing an elastic collision, the probability for a molecule to get lost from the quadrupole guide (the TOF-segment) for the given trap depth, and for any scattering angle θ and relative longitudinal velocity v and position distributions in the guide are averaged over the whole ensemble in the calculation. The trap depth in our case is about 0.9K×k B for CH 3 F and 1.2K×k B for ND 3 .
First of all, we need to work out the energy and spatial distribution of molecules in the guide. The transverse energy and spatial distribution can be obtained from Monte-Carlo trajectory simulations (26) . For simplicity, assuming a perfect linear electric field distribution in the quadrupole guide, and a perfect linear Stark-shift experienced by molecules in the guide, the transverse energy distribution can be worked out from a phase-space volume consideration, and is proportional to v decreases quickly as θ increases. This is because in the semiclassical regime the elastic scattering concentrates in the forward direction. As the loss probability at smaller scattering angles is low (Fig. S5 B) , most elastic collisions do not lead to losses.
The elastic loss cross section as a function of the relative velocity is then computed from the integral σ With the measured v z -distribution of the molecules in the TOF-guide, we can transform k th (v rel z ) into k th (v z ), and fit it to the experimental data using the exp(−αk th ∆nL/v z )-model (Fig. 4) , where ∆n is the measured density difference, and L = L T OF + L ef f is the guide length with the main contribution L T OF = 46 cm for the TOF-guide and an additional effective length inside the centrifuge L ef f (see Sec. S.XII). The fitting parameter α accounts for the deviation between theory and experiment, which is about 1.4 (see main text). The measured rate constant k CH3F loss is also plotted at the averaged v rel z in Fig. S6 for comparison. In addition, we also list in Table S4 the various collision cross sections obtained from our measurement and from theory, for both CH 3 F and ND 3 . 
XII. EFFECTIVE COLLISION LENGTH INSIDE THE CENTRIFUGE
Collisions between molecules start to build up already inside the centrifuge before the molecules are fully decelerated. Neglecting this effect (i.e. setting the effective length inside the centrifuge L ef f = 0) would introduce a systematic error in the length of the collision region L, and consequently would result in a greater deviation between the measured loss rate and the theoretical values (i.e. a value of α greater than 1.4). By including L ef f in the collision model, we obtain the singleparticle loss factor exp(−αk th n (L T OF + L ef f ) /v z ) = exp(−αk th n (L T OF /v z + T ef f )), where the effective collision time in the centrifuge T ef f = τ n n k th k th . Here, τ is the actual transient time in the rotating guide, n and k th are the molecule density and collision loss rate inside the centrifuge, respectively, and n and k th are the corresponding quantities inside TOF-guide.
The details of this correction term are explained in the following. τ can be calculated numerically since we know the exact shape of the spiral trajectory and the input longitudinal velocity v in -distribution. From conservation of energy in the rotating frame, the intermediate velocity distribution at each step along the spiral can be obtained (Fig. S7 A) , and integrating throughout the trajectory gives τ . Clearly, τ is a function of the output velocity v exit , since the slower the molecules, the longer it takes for them to travel through the centrifuge. The variation of molecule density n inside the centrifuge comes from two main contributions, the conservation of flux in the rotating frame during deceleration and the filtering at the output of the centrifuge. The former results in an increasing density as molecules travel towards the center of the spiral while slowing down, assuming the electric guiding has unit efficiency. The latter is responsible for the major filtering loss because of the following two reasons. First, the bend at the centrifuge output has the sharpest radius of curvature (5 cm), which has a stronger effect for fast molecules. Second, the sharp bend is followed by a 1.2 mm gap between the the rotating exit guide and the static TOF guide, which provides a loss channel for (very) slow molecules. Trajectory simulations of the output bend and gap combined (Fig. S7 B) predict an efficiency of 66% for the final velocity distribution at the center of rotation. Finally, the loss rate k th inside the centrifuge can be worked out as well, since the averaged relative longitudinal velocity (v rel z ) of the beam can be calculated from the intermediate velocity distributions, and the transverse velocity distribution can be calculated from the guiding potential of the electrodes. The final result of T ef f versus the output velocity v exit is plotted in Fig. S7 C, and the corresponding effective guide length inside the centrifuge L ef f is plotted in Fig. S7 D. For molecules exiting the centrifuge at about 10 m/s, which are responsible for the majority of the collision signal, the L ef f is about 27 cm.
The main simplification made in this model is that we have neglected the filtering of molecules in the spiral guide. This effect should however be small, since molecules are prefiltered before entering the spiral guide, and the spiral trajectory is designed to collect all longitudinal velocities after the pre-filtering. In addition, mixing between longitudinal and transverse velocities in the spiral guide can cause a small amount of transverse heating, hence lead to a small amount of loss of molecules from the guide. Neglecting the two effects introduce a slight underestimation of molecule density inside the centrifuge in the model.
